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Our Paper Bendy Straws are made from 3 ply premium grade FSC®

certified paper sourced from managed plantations. FSC forest

management certification confirms that the forest is being managed

in a way that preserves the natural ecosystem and benefits the lives

of local people and workers, all while ensuring it remains

economically viable. These straws are carbon neutral, recyclable,

commercially and home compostable. 250 per packet.

Paper Bendy Straws

The Sun Platinum-Eco Dishwasher Tablets in the box of 36 are no longer

being produced, so we've nabbed a bunch of stock at an extremely special

price. High-performance All-in-1 dishwasher tablets with built-in rinse

aid & deodoriser. Effectively removes stains, leaving dishes & glassware

spotless & streak-free. Tablets are phosphate-free with a 100% soluble wrap.

Sun Platinum-Eco Dishwasher Tablets 

Now available in a handy retail pack of 50! Secure & waterproof

protection of documents, invoices & packing slips, which makes

documents easily visible & quick to identify. This allows for fast

inspection of goods on arrival without opening the package. All lopes

have a side opening for ease of document placement before closure.

Packing Slip Enclosed Envelopes Retail Pack

$7.20/packet + GST

$8.82/Packet + GST

$12.30/Box + GST
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New to stock are these super handy Cable Ties. We 've priced these to

move, our pricing sits about 25% lower than the local hardware

stores.These self-locking nylon Cable Ties are resistant to most

chemicals & perfect for use in the home, office or workshop. Bulk

pricing available on request.

These cardboard courier mailers are made from recycled and FSC

certified paper to a luxurious thickness that will protect your orders.

Our kraft courier bags are different from standard mailers because

they 've got a few folded lines that when you push on the sides it

becomes a "bag". When your customers have finished with the bag, it

can be easily home composted or recycled.

Kraft Mailers

 A4: 255x355mm + Flap

1: $1.40 each + GST

10: $0.91 each + GST

25: $0.73 each + GST

50: $0.62 each + GST

100: $0.53 each + GST

200mm x 4.8mm 100/Packet: $8.99/Packet + GST

300mm x 4.8mm 100/Packet: $12.99/Packet + GST

Cable Ties

A5: 180x280mm + Flap

1: $1.25 each + GST

10: $0.84 each + GST

25: $0.73 each + GST

50: $0.61 each + GST

100: $0.47 each + GST


